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ABSTRACT
Providing agents with ecient paths so as not to collide with each
other are called the Multi-agent Path Finding (MAPF) problem. Nu-
merous solvers have been developed so far since MAPF is critical
for practical applications such as automated warehouses. Priority
Inheritance with Backtracking (PIBT) is an instance of decoupled
approach which solves MAPF iteratively by exible prioritized plan-
ning. PIBT plans the paths of all agents one step at a time, i.e., the
time window size is just one, and this locality causes inecient
path planning in some cases. In this work, we propose a generalized
algorithm of PIBT with respect to the time window, called Win-
dowed Priority Inheritance with Backtracking (winPIBT). winPIBT
extends PIBT by enabling retroactive priority inheritance and back-
tracking. We prove that, similar to PIBT, all agents reach their own
destinations in nite time as long as the environment is a graph
such that all pairs of adjacent nodes belong to a simple cycle of
length 3 or more (e.g., biconnected). We evaluate winPIBT through
simulation in various environments while changing the window
size. Our results conrm that winPIBT mitigates livelock situations
occurring in PIBT, and plans more ecient paths depending on the
window size.
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1 INTRODUCTION
e problem that makes multiple agents move to their destinations
without collisions is called Multi-agent Path Finding (MAPF). MAPF
is now receiving a lot of aention due to its high practically, e.g.,
warehouse applications with autonomous vehicles [21]. Numerous
algorithms for MAPF have been proposed so far, e.g., search-based
optimal solvers [9]. However, nding an optimal solution is known
as NP-hard [22]. Besides, considering realistic scenarios, since
many target applications actually require agents to solve streams
of tasks, MAPF must be solved iteratively in real-time and oen
deal with a huge number of agents.
MAPF solvers are roughly categorized into two types, coupled
or decoupled approaches. e former gives paths for all agents
simultaneously, thus it requires an inherently centralized planner.
Coupled approaches can obtain optimal solutions such as mini-
mizing the sum of path lengths and be complete, since it can gain
global information. In general, they lack scalability for the number
of agents and require high computational costs. e typical exam-
ples are A∗ with Operator Decomposition [16], Enhanced Partial
Expansion A∗ [10] and Conict-based Search [14], to name just a
few.
a0
priority: high
a1
priority: low
ideal path of a1
path of a1 (PIBT)
path of a0
Figure 1: Motivating example. a0 and a1 try to swap their
locations.
In contrast, decoupled approaches can suppress computational
cost relatively and obtain solutions quickly. Although decoupled
approaches are sub-optimal and it is hard to give completeness,
i.e., ensure all agents reach their goals eventually, one advantage
is to be applied decentralized implementation smoothly, i.e., each
agent determines its own path and negotiates with others using
only local interactions. Since they can receive benets of nature
of decentralized systems such as scalability and adaptivity, it is
reasonable for iterative use. Decentralized solutions usually rely
on prioritized planning with some coordinated motion planning
and numbers of solutions have researched so far [2, 4, 18–20, 23].
Recently, Okumura et al. [12] developed a decoupled and scalable
approach for iterative MAPF, called Priority Inheritance with Back-
tracking (PIBT). PIBT is designed to be decentralized. e algorithm
ensures that all agents reach their own destinations in nite time,
provided that the environment is a graph with adequate properties
(such as being biconnected).
Unfortunately, the path eciency planned by PIBT is under-
whelming as a result of locality. is is illustrated in Fig. 1 which
depicts two actual paths (the red and blue arrows) that PIBT plans
when an agent a0 has higher priority than an agent a1. In contrast,
the black arrow depicts an ideal path for a1. Obviously, the agent
with lower priority (a1) takes unnecessary steps. is comes as a
result of the shortsightedness of PIBT, i.e., PIBT plans paths antic-
ipating only a single step ahead. Extending the time window is
hence expected to improve overall path eciency thanks to beer
anticipation.
In this study, we propose a generalized algorithm of PIBT with
respect to the time window, called Windowed Priority Inheritance
with Backtracking (winPIBT). For an agent ai , winPIBT works
as follows. At rst, compute the fastest path not using already
reserved nodes. en, try to reserve nodes sequentially along that
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path. If the requesting node at timestep ti is the last node assigned
to some agent aj at timestep tj (such that tj < ti ), then keep trying
to let aj plan its path one step ahead and move away from the node
by providing the priority of ai until there are no such agents. If
the aempt fails and an agent remains at the node until timestep
ti , by executing priority inheritance and leing such agent plan
a one-step path with backtracking scheme, winPIBT tries to let
such an agent go away, similar to PIBT. In short, winPIBT extends
PIBT by enabling retroactive priority inheritance and backtracking.
PIBT can be understood as winPIBT where the window size is just
one. e algorithm is provided with the theorem regarding the
reachability of all agents to their goals, equivalent to PIBT except
for the upper bound of timesteps.
Our main contributions are three-folds: 1) We dene a safe
condition, called disentanglement, of paths with dierent lengths.
is underlies the concept of winPIBT and we believe that the
condition helps in developing other online MAPF solutions. 2) We
propose an algorithm inheriting the features of PIBT, and prove
the completeness of the reachability. 3) We show the eectiveness
of winPIBT through simulations ran in various environments, and
identify the potential of adapting the window size dynamically.
e paper is organized as follows. Section 2 denes the termi-
nology and the problem of iterative MAPF, and reviews the PIBT
algorithm. Section 3 presents the winPIBT algorithm and its char-
acteristics. Section 4 presents empirical results of the proposal in
various situations. Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses
future work.
2 PRELIMINARY
2.1 System model
e system consists of a set of agents, A = {a1, . . . ,an }, 1 where
n denotes the number of agents, and an environment given as a
(possibly directed) graph G = (V ,E). e vertices in V are the dis-
crete locations that can potentially be occupied by an agent, and the
edges in E represent connections along which the agents can move.
G is assumed to be 1) simple, i.e., devoid of loops and multiple edges,
and 2) strongly-connected, i.e., every node is reachable from every
other node. ese requirements are met by all simple undirected
graphs that are connected.
Let vi (t) denote the node occupied by agent ai at discrete time t .
e initial position of agent ai , i.e., vi (0), is given as input. At each
timestep, agent ai can either move to an adjacent vertex or stay
at the same vertex. Agents must avoid 1) collision: vi (t) , vj (t);
and 2) intersection with others: vi (t) , vj (t + 1) ∨vj (t + 1) , vj (t).
Rotations are not prohibited, i.e., vi (t + 1) = vj (t) ∧ vj (t + 1) =
vk (t) ∧ · · · ∧vl (t + 1) = vi (t) is possible.
2.2 Problem Denition
e problem of iterative Multi-agent Path Finding(iterative MAPF)
is an abstract model dened by Okumura et al. [12] to address the
behaviors of multiple moving agents. It is a generalization of the
classical MAPF problem. Iterative MAPF is described as follows.
Consider a stream of tasks Γ = {τ1,τ2, . . . }. Each task is dened
as a nite set of goals τj = {д1,д2, . . . ,дm } where дk ∈ V , possibly
1We also use a0 for an explanation in this paper.
a4
medium
a0
priority: high
a2
a1
a3
(a) priority inheritance (PI)
a4
a0
a2
low (as high)
a1
a3
(b) backtracking and PI again
a4
a0
a2
a1
a3
(c) backtracking
a4
a2 a1
a0
a3
(d) one timestep later
Figure 2: Example of PIBT. Desired nodes for each agent are
depicted by dashed circles. Flows of priority inheritance and
backtracking are drawn as single-line and doubled-line ar-
rows, respectively. As a result of consecutive priority inher-
itance (a0 → a1 → a2), a3 has no escape nodes (2a). To avoid
collisions, a0 ∼ a2 have to wait backtracking before moving.
In (2b), a3 sends as invalid to a2 then a2 changes its target
node (a4). In this time, a4 can successfully move and sends
as valid to a2. Similarly, a1 and a0 receive as valid (2c) and
then they start moving (2d).
with a partial order on дk . An agent is called free when it has
no assigned task. Only a free agent can be assigned a task τj ∈
Γ. When τj is assigned to ai , ai starts visiting goals in τj . τj is
completed when ai reaches the nal goal in τj aer having visited
all other goals, then ai becomes free again. We denote by pi (ai ,τj ) =
(vi (t),vi (t + 1), . . . ) the path of ai when τj is assigned at timestep
t until ai completes τj .
e problem includes two parts: 1) route planning: plan paths
for all agents without collision and intersection, with the following
additional condition; дk ∈ pi (ai ,τj ), ∀дk ∈ τj . 2) task allocation:
allocate subset of Γ to each agent. e objective function is usually
described as the total service time. For each task, the service time is
dened as the time interval from its generation to the completion.
Depending on context, task allocation is performed a priori. E.g.,
the MAPF problem allocates a single task to each agent ai before-
hand, that is a goal node of ai . Moreover, the termination of MAPF
requires that all agents are at their goal simultaneously. To satisfy
this, when ai that once reached дi leaves it, a new task τ = {дi } is
issued and assigned to ai .
2.3 Priority Inheritance with Backtracking
Priority Inheritance with Backtracking (PIBT) [12] gives fundamen-
tal collision-free movements of agents to solve iterative MAPF. PIBT
relies on HCA∗ [15] where the window size is just one, which is a
prioritized path planning algorithm, and priority inheritance [13]
to deal with priority inversion akin to the problem in real-time sys-
tems. In each timestep, agents are given unique priorities and they
greedily decide their next location in order from the agent with
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highest priority. e agent with lower priority cannot enter the
requested node from the agent with higher priority, i.e., the node
where the higher agent tries to enter is removed from the candidate
nodes for next timestep. When a low-priority agent X impedes the
movement of a higher-priority agent Y, agent X temporarily inher-
its the higher-priority to agent Y. Priority inheritance is executed
the combination with backtracking to prevent being agent stuck.
Figure 2 shows an example of PIBT.
e foundation of PIBT is the next lemma, which is also impor-
tant to winPIBT.
Lemma 2.1. Leta1 denote the agent with highest priority at timestep
t and v∗1 an arbitrary neighbor node of v1(t). If there exists a simple
cycle C = (v1(t),v∗1 , . . . ) and |C| ≥ 3, PIBT makes a1 move to v∗1 in
the next timestep.
One more key component is the dynamic prioritized rules, which
drops an agent’s priority when reaching its goal otherwise incre-
ments. According to the combination of abovementioned tech-
niques, PIBT ensures the following theorem.
Denition 2.2. G is satisfy-PIBT if G has a simple cycleC for all
pairs of adjacent nodes and |C | ≥ 3.
Theorem 2.3. IfG is satisfy-PIBT, with PIBT, all agents reach their
own destination within diam(G)|A| timesteps aer the destinations
are given.
3 WINDOWED PIBT (WINPIBT)
In this section, we rst provide a basic concept of how to expand
the time window of PIBT and show an example. en, the pseudo
code is given with theoretical analysis.
3.1 Concept
Similar to PIBT, winPIBT makes the agent with highest priority
under a certain condition move along an arbitrary path within a
time window without the other agents being stuck. In original
PIBT, the algorithm is performed according to movements in the
same timestep and leads the Lemma 2.1. winPIBT extends the time
window of PIBT while using the Lemma 2.1. Describing simply, the
algorithm for one agent ai consists of three phases. 1) Compute
an ideal path for ai not to use the already reserved nodes while
considering the time axis. 2) Reserve nodes sequentially along to
the computed path. 3) If the requesting node at timestep ti is the
last assigned node for someone aj at timestep tj such that tj < ti ,
let aj move from the node by ti via providing the priority of ai . If
failed, the PIBT algorithm is performed and Lemma 2.1 works.
3.1.1 Disentangled Condition. One vital feature of winPIBT is
that the algorithm allows paths of agents are not the same length
between them. e following situation is possible: One agent ai
secures a path until timestep ti while another agent aj secures its
path until timestep tj , where ti , tj . To realize this situation, we
introduce a disentangled condition of paths for all agents.
Intuitively, two paths can be seen as isolated when the longer
path does not invade the last node of the shorter path during the
gap term of two paths. e shorter path has trivial potential path
lling the gap term so as not to collide the longer path, i.e. staying
the last node. If any two paths are isolated, the condition of whole
paths seems to be disentangled. We now dene these concepts
clearly.
We dene a sequence of nodes pii as a determined path of an
agent ai . Initially, pii only contains vi (0). e manipulation to pii
only allows to append the latest assigned node. We use `i as the
timestep which corresponds to the latest added node to pii . Note
that pii = (vi (0), . . . ,vi (`i )) and `i = |pii | − 1 from those denition.
e list of paths of all agents A is hereaer denoted by pi .
Denition 3.1. Given two paths pii ,pij and assume that `i ≤ `j .
If pii and pij satisfy below conditions, pii and pij are isolated.
vi (t) , vj (t), 0 ≤ t ≤ `i
vi (t) , vj (t − 1) ∧vi (t − 1) , vj (t), 0 < t ≤ `i
vi (`i ) , vj (t), `i + 1 ≤ t ≤ `j
Denition 3.2. If any two paths are isolated, pi is disentangled.
From the denition of disentanglement, it is trivial that when pi
is disentangled, agents do not collide until timestep min(`1, . . . , `n )
as long as they move according to their paths. Moreover, a combi-
nation of potential paths exists such that agents do not ever collide.
Lemma 3.3. If pi is disentangled, for ai , there exists at least one
additional path until any timestep t (t ≥ `i ) while keeping pi disen-
tangled.
Proof. Make ai stay its last assigned location, i.e., vi (`i ), until
timestep t and this operation obviously keeps pi disentangled. 
PIBT can be understood as making an eort to keep pi disentan-
gled. When ai aempts to break the isolated condition regarding
pii and pij , where aj is an agent with lower priority, priority inheri-
tance occurs. en aj secures the next node so as to keep pii and
pij are isolated, prior to ai . One exception is rotations. Rotations
temporarily violates disentangled condition ofpi butpi revives in dis-
entangled immediately since rotations result always in successfully.
As for this aspect, winPIBT works as same as PIBT. e dierence
is, winPIBT can perform priority inheritance retroactively.
3.1.2 Example. Figure 3 illustrates how winPIBT works. To
simplify, we removed the invalid case of priority inheritance. Here,
a0 has the highest priority and it takes initiative. Assume that the
window size of a0 is three. At the beginning, a0 computes the ideal
path (v3,v4,v5,v2) and starts reservation. v4 at timestep 1 can be
regarded “unoccupied” since the last allocated nodes for the other
agents arev1,v2 andv5. us, a0 securesv4 at timestep 1. Next, a0
tries to reserve v4 at timestep 2 that is the last assigned node of a3,
i.e., v3(`3). a0 has to compel a3 to move from v3 by timestep 2 and
priority inheritance occurs between dierent timesteps (from a0 at
timestep 1 to a3 at timestep 0). is inheritance process continues
until a1 secures the node via a2 and a3 as the same as PIBT. Now
a1, a2 and a3 secure the nodes until timestep 1. is causes that v4
at timestep 2 becomes “unoccupied” and a0 successfully reserve the
desired node. e above process continues until the initiative agent
reserves the node at the current timestep (0) plus the window size
(3). Aer a0 nishes reservation, a1 now starts reservation from
timestep 2 avoiding the already assigned node, e.g., v1 at timestep
2 cannot be used since it is assigned to a2. Aer all, winPIBT gives
the paths as follows.
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t = 0 t = 1 t = 2(for a0)
Conguration
Algorithm
initial state (t = 0)
a0priority: high
a1
medium-high
a3 low
a2 medium-low
a1
goal state
a3
a2
a0
v4
nodes
v3
v0 v1
v5
v2
v5
v4
v3
v2
v1
v0
a0, 0
a1, 0
agent,timestep
a2, 0
a3, 0
a0, 1 a0, 1
a1, 0
a2, 0
a3, 0 a0, 2
a3, 1
a2, 1
a1, 1
a0, 2
a1, 1
a2, 1
a3, 1
a2, 2
a0, 3
a3, 2
a0, 3
a1, 0
a2, 2
a3, 2
-t = 0
-t = 1
-t = 2
-t = 3
(for all)
a0
a1
a3
a2
a0
a0
a1
a3
a2
a1
a0
a2 a3
a0
a0
a1
a3
a2
a1
a0
a2 a3
a2
a3
a0
a0
Figure 3: Example of winPIBT. e top, middle and bottom part represent the conguration of example, ows of priority
inheritance and illustration on the graph, respectively. Here, the window size is 3. Due to the space limit, we show the
example until a0 decides its path until timestep 2. Agents that are assigned nodes including time information are depicted by
color-lled circles. Requested nodes are depicted by edge-colored circles. We do not illustrate backtracking phases. In this
example, a0 has initiative. a0 rst tries to move to v4 and its behavior succeeds since it does not violate others locations. Next,
i.e., regarding to timestep 1 for a0, a0 tries to move tov5 that is the last allocated node of a3, i.e. v3(`3). us, priority inheritance
occurs from a0 to a3. Identically, priority inheritance is executed between related agents and is updating allocated nodes. e
point is, priority inheritance runs retroactively to the past, not limited to the same timestep. e nal paths are following. a0:
(v3,v4,v5,v2). a1: (v1,v0,v3,v4). a2: (v2,v1,v4,v5). a3: (v5,v2,v1,v0).
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Table 1: e output of winPIBT in Fig. 3.
ai\t 0 1 2 3
a0 v3 v4 v5 v2
a1 v1 v0 v3 v4
a2 v2 v1 v4 v5
a3 v5 v2 v1 v0
3.2 Algorithm
3.2.1 Communication Assumption. Before the discussion of the
Algorithm, we mention to communication aspects. Since winPIBT
inherits PIBT characteristics, it can be performed without global
communication between agents, rather, the assumption of only
local multi-hop communication is enough theoretically. PIBT relies
on communication between agents located within distance 2 (e.g.,
Manhaan distance 2 in a grid environment), and multi-hop com-
munication. winPIBT extends this, i.e. it assumes that 2w multi-hop
communication wherew is the maximum time window. Hereinaer,
however, we state as if agents can communicate anywhere for two
reasons. First, to avoid providing complicated description. Second,
to avoid unnatural assumption. We suspect applying the assump-
tion of PIBT to multiple windows version without any eort, i.e., it
becomes dicult for agents to detect their interacting groups prior
to starting path adjustment phases in every timestep. Moreover,
winPIBT allows agents to have exible windows, which deeply
relate to designing communication range. From this fact, the com-
munication range must be designed larger and the boundary of
local and global becomes meaningless.
3.2.2 Pseudo Code. We show pseudo code of winPIBT in Algo-
rithm 1 and Algorithm 2, which describes function winPIBT that
gives ai a path until a certain timestep, and, how to call function
winPIBT from global aspects, respectively. winPIBT has a recursive
structure with respect to priority inheritance and backtracking sim-
ilar to PIBT. We explain here winPIBT in centralized fashion, but
as same as PIBT, we regard that winPIBT in decentralized fashion
can be performed some sort of token passing.
Function winPIBT takes four arguments: 1) ai is an agent deter-
mining its own path; 2) α is timestep by which ai secures nodes, i.e.,
aer calling function winPIBT, ai determines its path until timestep
α ; 3) Π represents provisional paths of all agents. Each agent plans
its own path while referring to Π. We denote Πi a provisional path
of ai and Πi (t) a node at timestep t in Πi . Intuitively, Πi consists
of connecting an already determined path pii and a path trying to
reserve. Note that 0 ≤ t ≤ `i , Πi (t) = vi (t). 4) R is a set of agents
which are currently requesting some nodes. In the pseudo code, we
also implicitly use `j , which is not contained in arguments.
We additionally dene three functions: 1-2) validPath(ai , β ,Π)
and registerPath(ai ,α , β,Π) computes a path for ai . e former
conrms whether there exists a path for ai such that keeps pi
disentangled from timestep `i + 1 to β . e laer computes the
best path until timestep β and registers it to Π until timestep α .
We assume always α ≤ β . e formal constraints of a path Πi are
described as follows. Let j is an agent index such that i , j . We use
Algorithm 1 function winPIBT
Arguments:
ai : an agent deciding its own path.
α : timestep by which ai reserves. Aer calling, `i = α .
Π : provisional paths.
R : agents that are currently requesting some nodes. For allowing rotations.
Return:
{valid, invalid}
1: function winPIBT(ai , α, Π, R)
2: if `i ≥ α then
3: return valid
4: end if
5: β ← max(α, max timestep registered in Π)
6: if @validPath(ai , β, Π) then
7: copeStuck(ai , α, Π)
8: return invalid
9: end if
10: registerPath(ai , α, β, Π)
11: R ← R ∪ {ai }
12: while `i < α do
13: v ← Πi (`i + 1) . target node at timestep `i + 1
14: while ∃aj s.t. `j < `i , vj (`j ) = v do
15: winPIBT(aj , `j + 1, Π, R)
16: end while
17: if ∃aj s.t. `j = `i , vj (`j ) = v, aj < R then
18: if winPIBT(aj , `j + 1, Π, R) is invalid then . recompute path
19: revoke nodes in Πi from timestep `i + 1 until α
20: if @validPath(ai , β, Π) then
21: copeStuck(ai , α, Π)
22: R ← R \ {ai }
23: return invalid
24: else
25: registerPath(ai , α, β, Π)
26: continue
27: end if
28: end if
29: end if
30: vi (`i + 1) ← v . implicitly `i is incremented through this operation
31: end while
32: R ← R \ {ai }
33: return valid
34: end function
T as min(|Πi |, |Πj |) − 1.
Πi (t) , Πj (t) 0 ≤ t ≤ T
Πi (t) , Πj (t − 1) ∧ Πi (t − 1) , Πj (t) 0 < t ≤ T
Πi (ti ) , Πj (tj ) `i < ti ≤ `j , ti < tj ≤ `j
First and second terms correspond to prohibit collision and intersec-
tion. We add one more constraint in the third term. Examples are
shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4a, aer a0 determines its path, a2 cannot
choose a crossing node. Since winPIBT gives a node to an agent
sequentially, an agent with a lower priority has the potential to
be stuck on the way of a path of an agent with higher priority
without this constraint. is causes some inconvenient cases as
shown in Fig. 4, which implies that extra reservation leads to awk-
ward path planning. 3) copeStuck(ai ,α ,Π) is called when ai has
no path satisfying the constraints. is forcibly gives a path to
ai such that staying the last assigned node until timestep α , i.e.,
vi (`i + 1), . . . ,vi (α) ← vi (`i ).
e ow of Algorithm 1 is below. An agent ai enters a path deci-
sion phase when function winPIBT is called with the rst argument
ai . At the beginning, it immediately checks the timestep when the
last node was assigned to ai is smaller than α , otherwise, the path
of ai has already determined over timestep α thus winPIBT returns
as valid [Line 2–4]. Next, compute the prophetic timestep β [Line 5].
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Algorithm 2 caller of function winPIBT
t : timestep
pi (t ) : priority of ai at timestep t . pi (t ) ∈ R
wi (t ) : window size of ai at timestep t . wi (t ) ∈ N
κ : the maximum timestep that agents can secure nodes
1: Π ← pi . i.e., Πi = (vi (0))
2: t, κ ← 0 . timestep
3:
4: while all tasks are not completed do
5: task allocation if required
6: update all priorities pi (t ), windows wi (t )
7: Let U denote a sorted list of A by pi
8: for j ∈ 1, . . . , n do
9: ai ← U[j]
10: if `i ≤ t then
11: if j = 1 then . the agent with highest priority
12: winPIBT (ai , t +wi (t ), Π, ∅)
13: else
14: winPIBT (ai , min(t +wi (t ), κ), Π, ∅)
15: end if
16: end if
17: if j = 1 then
18: κ ← `i
19: else
20: κ ← min(κ, `i )
21: end if
22: end for
23: t ← t + 1 . update timestep
24: end while
a0
high
a2low
a1 medium
a2 cannot enter here
(a) restriction of candidates
a0
high
a2low wait until a0 passes
(b) inconvenient example
Figure 4: Reservation by winPIBT. Assume that a2 enter the
crossing node in Fig. 4a caused by priority inheritance from
a1. Following the winPIBT algorithm, a0 has already xed
its path. ereby, a2 violates a0’s progression. To avoid such
situations, agents with lower priorities cannot enter the lo-
cations reserved by agents with higher priorities until they
passes. is results in inconvenient path planning in some
case (4b).
e rationale of β is, unless ai send backtracking, the provisional
paths inΠ never change. us, computing a path based on an upper
timestep β works akin to forecasting. If there exists no valid path,
ai is forced to stayvi (`i ) until timestep α via function copingStuck
and return backtracking as invalid [Line 6–9]. Similar operation is
executed when ai recomputes its path shown in Line 20–23. Aer
that, function winPIBT proceeds the process explained so far; 1)
Compute an ideal path for ai satisfying the constraints [Line 10,25].
2) Reserve nodes sequentially along to the path Πi [Line 13,30]. 3)
If the requesting node v is violating a path of aj , let aj go away
from v by timestep `i − 1 through the mechanism of priority inher-
itance [Line 14–16]. If any agent aj remains at timestep `i , then
usual PIBT works [Line 17–29]. One technical point is introduction
of R. is prevents eternal priority inheritance ow and enables
rotations.
ere is a lile exibility how to call function winPIBT. Al-
gorithm 2 shows one embodiment. In each timestep before path
adjustment phase, priority of an agent ai , pi (t), is updated as men-
tioned later [Line 6]. At the same time, window wi (t) is updated
[Line 6]. In this paper, we x wi (t) in constant value. en, agents
elongate their own paths in order of priorities. Agents that have
already determined path until current timestep t , i.e., `i > t , is
skipped of making path [Line 10]. In order not to disturb paths
of agents with higher priorities, the upper bound of timestep κ is
introduced. By κ, it is prohibited for agents with lower priorities
to update their own path beyond lengths of paths of agents with
higher priorities.
We now provide the lemma that shows that winPIBT gives valid
paths.
Lemma 3.4. winPIBT keeps pi disentangled.
Proof. Initially, pi is disentangled. pi is updated via function
winPIBT. Before an agent ai calculates a path, ai conrms there
exists a path from timestep `i + 1 until β dened in Line 5 while
avoiding collision, intersection and using v at timestep t such that
t < t ′ ≤ `j ,vj (t ′) = v , regarding paths registered in Π. We
distinguish two cases: 1) exist a path, or, 2) non-exist.
1) exist: ai now successes to compute a path satisfying the condition
and starts securing a node sequentially according to Πi . Assume
ai is now reserving node v at timestep γ = `i + 1. We distinguish
other agents aj in three regarding `j .
a. `j > `i : Πi is computed without collision and intersection
with paths on Π. Moreover, Πi avoids v at timestep γ such
that ∀t ,γ < t ≤ `j ,vj (t) = v . us, pii and pij are isolated
if ai adds v in its path pii .
b. `j < `i : If vj (`j ) , v , the operation adding v to pii keeps
pii and pij isolated, otherwise, ai tries to let aj away fromv
by the mechanism of priority inheritance [Line 15]. aj now
gets the privilege to determine vj (`j + 1). is action of aj
remains pii and pij isolated following two reasons. First, ai
never secure v until aj goes away. Second, if aj successes
to compute a path Πj , the previous part is applied. If failed,
vj (`j + 1) is set to vj (`), i.e., v . is action also keeps pii
and pij isolated. If some agent aj stays on v until timestep
`i , the next part is applied.
c. `j = `i : is case is equivalent to the PIBT algorithm. If
v , vj (`j ), the operation adding v to pii keeps pii and pij
are isolated, otherwise, there is two possibilities: aj < R
or aj ∈ R. If aj < R, priority inheritance occurs from ai to
aj . When the result of backtracking is valid, this means
aj secures a node at timestep γ other than v and vi (`i ) (to
avoid intersection), since both have already registered in
Πi . us, ai successfully secures v while keeping pii and
pij isolated. When invalid, aj stays its current node, i.e.,
vj (γ ) = vj (γ − 1), and ai recomputes Πi . Still, pii and pij
are isolated since ai has not secured a node at timestep
γ . Next, consider the case of aj ∈ R. is happens when
aj is currently requesting another node. us, aer ai
securesv at timestep γ and return backtracking as valid, aj
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successes to secure the node. pii and pij is temporally not
disentangled, however, pii revives disentangled condition
immediately. Intuitively, this case corresponds to rotations.
According to the above discussion, pi is kept disentangled through
the action of ai to secure a node.
2) non-exist: In this case, ai chooses to stay its current node. Obvi-
ously, this action keeps pi disentangled.
Aer all, regardless of whether a path exists or not, pi is kept
disentangled. 
Next, we show a corresponding lemma to Lemma 2.1 in PIBT,
which indicates that the agent with highest priority can move
arbitrarily.
Lemma 3.5. Calling winPIBT(ai ,α ,Π, ∅) gives ai an arbitrary
path until timestep α while keeping pi disentangled, if G is satisfy-
PIBT, ∀j , i, `i ≥ `j and Π = pi .
Proof. According Lemma 3.4, pi is kept disentangled anyway.
∀j , i, |Πj | ≤ |Πi | since `j ≤ `i and Π = pi . us, ai can compute
an arbitrary path Πi from timestep `i + 1 until timestep α . We now
show that ai never receive backtracking as invalid. According to Πi ,
ai tries to secure a node sequentially. Let this node v at timestep γ .
If @aj s.t. vj (`j ) = v , ai obviously securesv at timestep γ . e issue
is only when ∃aj s.t. vj (`j ), `j = γ − 1, however, the equivalent
mechanism of Lemma 2.1 works and ai successfully moves to v
thanks to the assumption thatG is satisfy-PIBT. erefore, ai never
receive as invalid and moves an arbitrary path until timestep α . 
3.2.3 Prioritization. Prioritization scheme of winPIBT is exactly
same used in the PIBT algorithm. Let ηi (t) ∈ N be the timesteps
elapsed since ai last updated the destination дi prior to timestep
t . Let ϵi ∈ [0, 1) be a unique value to each agent ai . Note that
ηi (0) = 0 and i , j ⇒ ϵi , ϵj . At every timestep, pi (t) is computed
as the sum of ηi (t) and ϵi . us, pi (t) is unique between agents in
any timestep.
By this prioritization, we derive the following theorem.
Theorem 3.6. By winPIBT, all agents reach their own destinations
in nite timesteps aer the destinations are given if G is satisfy-PIBT
and ∀i,wi (t) is kept nite in any timestep.
Proof. Once ai gets the highest priority, the condition satisfy-
ing Lemma 3.5 comes true in nite timestep since all agents cannot
reserve the path over timestep limit that the previous highest agent
set, as mentioned later. Once such condition realizes, ai can move
the shortest path thanks to Lemma 3.5. Until ai reaches its destina-
tion, this situation continues since functionwinPIBT in Algorithm 2
w.r.t. other agents always are called such that the second argument
not to be over `i . us, ai reaches its destination in nite timestep,
and drops its priority. During this, other agents increase their pri-
ority based on the denition of ηj (t) and one of them gets now the
highest priority aer ai drops its priority. As long as such agents
remain, the abovementioned process is repeated. erefore, all
agents must reach their own destination in nite timestep aer the
destinations are given. 
area A area B
(a) bridge (b) two-loop (c) two-loop+rest
area A area B
(d) kiva-like (53×22) (e) ca caverns1 (324×596)
Figure 5: Benchmarks for MAPF.
(a) oce (135×21)
area A area B
area C
area D
area E
area F
(b) magic-roundabout (160×100)
Figure 6: Benchmarks for naı¨ve iterative MAPF.
3.2.4 Iterative use. For iterative use such as Multi-agent Pickup
and Delivery [11], it is meaningless that agents stay their goal
locations from their rst reachings until unnecessary buers of
reservations, i.e., α in functionwinPIBT can be treated more exibly.
Once an agent reaches its destination, the agent can immediately
return the backtracking by adding the following modications in
function winPIBT. Let δ be the timestep when an agent ai be to
reach its destination дi according to the calculated path and δ ≤ α .
• Line 10,25: register the ideal paths until timestep δ , not α
• Line 12: replace α to δ
As a result, ai reserves its path until timestep γ and unnecessary
reservations are avoided.
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4 EVALUATION
is section evaluates the performance of winPIBT quantitatively
by simulation. Our experiments consist of twofold: one-shot MAPF
and naı¨ve iterative MAPF. e simulator was developed in C++,
and all experiments were run on a laptop with Intel Core i5 1.6GHz
CPU and 16GB RAM. A∗ was used to obtain the shortest paths
satisfying constraints.
One-shot MAPF
We tested winPIBT while changing the window size in the ordinal
MAPF seings. Six undirected graphs were carefully chosen as
benchmarks to clarify the basic winPIBT abilities. Five of them are
shown in Fig. 5 and the remain is 8×8 4-connected grid (8×8). ree
of them (bridge, two-loop and two-loop+rest, Fig. 5a–5c) were origi-
nal. e environment with warehouse in mind (kiva-like, Fig. 5d)
was from Cohen’s work [6] and the red arrows in Fig. 5d represent
highway heuristics for improved Enhanced Conict-based Search
(iECBS) [7]. e huge eld (ca caverns1, Fig. 5e) was obtained from
the Dragon Age 2 [17]. In bridge or kiva-like, initial positions of
Table 2: e results of one-shot MAPF.
eld agents solver path success runtime (ms)
winPIBT-2 11.9 99 0
winPIBT-3 12.1 100 0
winPIBT-4 11.9 100 0
bridge 4 winPIBT-5 12.2 100 0
winPIBT-10 13.7 100 1
PIBT 11.4 100 0
CBS 7.8 89 18438
winPIBT-2 7.3 65 0
winPIBT-3 6.9 64 0
winPIBT-5 7.4 73 0
two-loop 4 winPIBT-7 7.0 74 0
winPIBT-10 9.7 93 1
winPIBT-15 11.9 97 2
PIBT 7.6 55 0
CBS 5.0 100 658
winPIBT-2 6.3 73 0
winPIBT-3 6.7 72 0
winPIBT-5 6.7 73 0
two-loop+rest 5 winPIBT-7 7.8 82 0
winPIBT-10 8.4 94 1
winPIBT-15 9.2 97 2
PIBT 7.1 70 0
CBS 5.0 99 273
winPIBT-5 105.8 100 914
winPIBT-15 102.3 100 1846
kiva-like 100 winPIBT-30 99.5 100 9595
winPIBT-50 96.0 100 48274
PIBT 103.6 33 110
iECBS (1.2) 62.2 72 109827
agents were assigned area A or area B, and goals were assigned in
the opposite area.
For winPIBT, a trivial comparison is PIBT [12]. In bridge, two-
loop, two-loop+rest and kiva-like, we additionally tested Conict-
based Search (CBS, optimal) [14] and iECBS (bounded sub-optimal)
to provide materials for valid path eciency. e sub-optimal fac-
tor of iECBS was set to 1.2 so as to take the balance between path
eciency and success rate. All solvers were evaluated through 100
instances with randomly chosen starts and goals in each environ-
ment except ca caverns1. In ca caverns1, we created 10 instances
and tested. e failure by a timeout was set in 5 minutes. As for
metrics of evaluation, we use average path length only in success
cases, success rate and runtime only in success cases.
e results are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 7. In both gures, “path”
corresponds to the average path lengths of each agent. “success”
means the percentage that solver successfully solved. “runtime” is
an average of computational time. ree facts are clearly obtained
from the results. 1) e growth of the window size requires more
computation times. 2) In one-shot MAPF, winPIBT has a higher
success rate than PIBT in almost all cases. is is due to the miti-
gation of the livelock failure of PIBT by using future information
in winPIBT. 3) winPIBT can improve path eciency of PIBT by
adjusting the window size. Except bridge, winPIBT achieved beer
path eciency than PIBT in some window.
e optimal window size w.r.t. path eciency depends on the
graph topology, e.g., 3 in two-loop but 2 in two-loop+rest. In general,
agents should reserve nodes as much as small, as mentioned before
(See Fig. 4). In environments with many narrow passages such
as kiva-like however, the longer window size is beer than the
shorter. In contrast, in environments with many open spaces such
as 8×8 and ca caverns1, the shorter is beer than the longer. ese
facts indicates one interesting future direction, the possibility of
winPIBT with adaptive windows. In this paper, the window size is
xed between agents anytime but winPIBT allows exible seings
of the window size. By analyzing the relationship between graph
topologies and path eciency while changing the window size,
more ecient path planning will be realized, regarding both path
eciency and runtime.
Naı¨ve Iterative MAPF
Not only one-shot MAPF, but we also tested a truly iterative version.
In the naı¨ve iterative MAPF seing, an agent receives a new des-
tination immediately aer reaching its current destination. us,
naı¨ve iterative MAPF does not require eorts of task allocation
parts and enables to focus on route planning parts. e termination
condition is, given a certain integer number K , when tasks issued
in 1st to Kth one are all completed, then the problem regards to be
solved.
e two benchmarks used here were designed based on reality
as shown in Fig. 6. oce (Fig. 6a) is modeled referring to the oor
map where the authors usually are. magic-roundabout (Fig. 6b) is
modeled referring to the real ring junction in Swindon, England.
In magic-roundabout, initial positions and goals were set in area
A–F, and newer goals were chosen so as to be dierent from the
current areas. e red arrows in Fig. 6b represent one-way zones.
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Figure 7: Results of one-shot MAPF. From the le, each gure corresponds to “path”, “success” and “runtime”, respectively.
Error bars correspond to standard errors.
Table 3: e results of naı¨ve iterative MAPF.
eld agents/
tasks
solver makespan service
time
runtime (s)
winPIBT-2 770.9 67.6 4
winPIBT-3 769.4 67.3 5
winPIBT-5 761.3 66.9 5
oce 100/1000 winPIBT-7 765.1 67.2 6
winPIBT-10 769.1 68.0 7
winPIBT-15 778.0 68.5 10
PIBT 780.2 67.8 1
winPIBT-2 1967.6 176.2 465
winPIBT-3 1983.3 177.5 488
winPIBT-5 2003.5 178.7 503
magic 500/5000 winPIBT-7 2015.3 180.0 525
roundabout winPIBT-10 2030.6 180.7 563
winPIBT-15 2052.4 182.0 649
PIBT 1970.9 176.5 25
e numbers of tasks were set 1000 in oce and 5000 in magic-
roundabout, respectively. In each environment, we tested 10 times
of experiments while generating randomly initial positions and
goals.
Similarly to the one-shot MAPF seing, winPIBT is compared
with PIBT while changing the window size. is time winPIBT
is modied a lile for iterative use by the method introduced in
Section 3.2.4. As for metrics of evaluation, we use makespan which
is the timestep when terminates, service time as dened before, and
runtime.
e results are shown in Table 3. Similar to one-shot MAPF,
the path eciency, which is judged from makespan and service
time, depends on the window size and graph topologies. In oce,
winPIBT where the window size is 5 scored the best in compar-
ison as for path eciency, while in magic-roundabout, winPIBT
where the window size is 2 scored the best. Moreover, in magic-
roundabout, the topology where most zones are directed may aect
small window size including PIBT positively, i.e., cut o the agent
actions such as back and forth. ere are huge runtime gaps be-
tween winPIBT and PIBT regardless of the window size, especially
in magic-roundabout. winPIBT calculates longer paths for agents
than actual reserves paths, according to the timestep β in Line 5
in Algorithm 1. e modication for iterative use introduced by
Section 3.2.4 break some sort of synchronous path planning about
lengths. us, winPIBT was required extra computations when
obtaining paths satisfying conditions.
5 CONCLUSION
is paper introduces winPIBT which generalizes PIBT regarding
the time window. We dene a disentangled condition of all paths
with dierent lengths and winPIBT relies on this concept. e algo-
rithm still ensures the complete reachability of all agents in a wide
range of graphs for iterative MAPF. Empirical results demonstrate
the practicality of winPIBT by adjusting the window size.
Future work is the following. 1) Developing winPIBT with adap-
tive windows. is is expected to improve path eciency and
computational cost. 2) Applying auction models for agents from
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dierent associations. MAPF can be considered with mechanism
design [1, 3]. e window and the priority pairs in winPIBT can be
regarded as bundle in the auction model. We regard that it is pos-
sible by winPIBT to achieve fast and eective path planning with
mechanism design. 3) Adapting route planning with task allocation
such as Vehicle Route Planning [5, 8].
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